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Executive Summary
Loganair is Scotland’s Airline and the longest-established airline still trading under its original name in
the UK. Headquartered at Glasgow Airport, the airline operates 44 aircraft on a network of over 70 routes,
transporting over one million passengers a year pre Covid-19. The business employs approximately
730 people in locations ranging from the Shetland Islands to the Isle of Man and Newcastle. It is the
UK’s largest regional airline.
Alongside flying several of the UK’s major domestic routes – Aberdeen to Manchester, Edinburgh and
Glasgow to Southampton, Loganair provides an essential service, flying to some of the most remote
and stunning locations in the country. Many of the communities that Loganair serves are dependent
on the lifeline links it provides for business, leisure and healthcare commitments, delivery of mail and
newspapers, tourism income and passenger connectivity to worldwide air networks for seamless
customer connections.
Some restructuring in the business and renewed focus on strategic objectives has created the
opportunity for an outstanding individual to join the Board of Loganair in the role of Chief Financial
Officer (CFO). Reporting directly to the Chief Executive Officer and working closely with the Executive
Chairman, the CFO will be responsible for all financial aspects of the business and will be expected to
add value commercially, strategically and operationally across all areas.
The CFO will be responsible for:
•

Accuracy, timeliness and ownership of all financial information

•

Driving efficiencies through cost control and strong cash management

•

Improving profitability through effective treasury and hedging strategies

•

Investment appraisal of additional revenue streams and opportunities

•

Co-ordination and control over submitted Public Sector Obligations and long term Council
supported route services

•

Successful contract negotiation and project evaluations

•

Regularly reviewing the risk profile of the company and proposing mitigations where appropriate

•

Helping to position Finance as a Business Partner to the three core divisions

•

Providing Leadership and mentoring to the Finance, HR and Technology teams

•

Participating in key decisions of the Senior Leadership Team across all aspects of the business

•

Providing support and challenge to the Chief Executive Officer

We are looking for an experienced and highly credible CFO with initiative, who will form part of a strong
and balanced leadership team to implement a very clear strategy. This is an excellent opportunity to
shape both the business and the balance sheet to help shareholders achieve their objectives.
We are looking to appoint a professionally qualified accountant with significant experience of the
scheduled aviation sector or relevant sector, strong leadership and excellent stakeholder management
skills.
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The Role
The Chief Financial Officer (CFO) role will be a Board member position and report into the Chief
Executive Officer, Jonathan Hinkles. Our CFO will have overall financial responsibility for the group
and will have a significant Board voice on broader commercial and operational matters.
This is a challenging but also very exciting time for Loganair and an excellent opportunity for the right
individual to take on the role of becoming the company’s CFO and helping the company fully reach its
potential. As expected for such a role, an ability to confidently engage through the commercial lens of
the company, will be an important attribute.
We do not want someone who sees this role as purely one of financial stewardship, important and
necessary though that is, rather we want our CFO to bring skills and experience to complement the
existing executive management team. We would expect you, where necessary, to get stuck in to get
the broader job done. We employ individuals with a wide range of skill sets and competences who are
used to challenging and questioning decisions, with the aim to always do the best for the company,
and a board who do the same. Our new CFO will need to be comfortable in such an environment.
As a business we are well aware that our employees could easily work for someone else and so it is
important to create and maintain a really good working culture and environment. As a result, the
company has a friendly and informal work environment. The aim is to treat everyone, regardless of
their position within the company, with respect and consideration. As a senior executive you will help
to create and maintain this positive supportive environment.
We see our CFO playing the following role.
Overseeing the value creation story
•

Working together with the CEO, other directors, our Executive Chairman and Investors to monitor
and manage the Business Plan, drive growth and optimise the performance of the business

•

Keeping a constant and disciplined grip on key financial levers, ensuring they are being fully
optimised, and implementing a robust KPI framework to effectively measure key milestones in
the Business Plan, with a focus on EBITDA and cash

•

Working with the CEO and other Board members to ensure appropriate and challenging targets
are set and the business has robust supporting financial models to deliver them

•

Consistently provide constructive challenge and support to the CEO and the Board, proactively
identifying opportunities within the business

•

Provide support in managing the entry into new routes and partnerships

•

Assisting the CEO and the management team by helping us build “the numbers” to go with the
strategy story
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Getting the numbers right
•

Preparing the financial objectives for the business, responsible for the annual budgeting process
in line with the Business Plan, forecasting and financial planning processes

•

Leading the design and provision of relevant and insightful financial and operating information
and analysis to the Board in a timely manner (including monthly P&L, CF and BS) and Shareholders,
giving a clear overview of business performance and fuelling commercial decision making and
strategic planning discussions

•

Assessing performance against both the budget and long-term strategy, providing financial input
into key operational decisions

•

Developing and managing robust and fit for purpose financial systems and controls and taking
responsibility for risk and finance policies, tax planning, compliance and structuring

•

Strong working capital and cash management and managing the treasury requirements of the
business to best effect, including optimised use of company credit facilities and assets, alongside
the normal foreign exchange and fuel hedging activities

•

Managing the annual audit process and ensuring rigorous compliance with financial reporting
requirements

Playing your part
•

Taking a full role in the management team

•

Utilising your financial skills and insight to assist your colleagues in developing key commercial
decisions. You will have an analytical focus and this will complement the entrepreneurial ambitious
drive that resides within the business

•

Acting as a sounding board to explain to the management team the best way to deal with external
stakeholders – what they expect, the information they need and when

•

Helping to build rigorous value based pricing models for our products and services

•

Assist your directors or lead commercial and contractual reviews on 3rd party contracts

•

Strong negotiation and understanding of Supplier Contracts, with experience in Aircraft Leasing
agreements being advantageous

•

When we have a problem we will expect you and your team to play a part in developing a solution

Leading the Finance team
•

Developing and leading a fully functional and visible finance team

•

Lead the finance function to ensure that high standards of control and accountability are in place
and the business is supported in the most effective way

•

Communicating with relevant stakeholders

•

Communicating effectively to the Board and all shareholders

•

Where necessary, leading communications with, and developing strong, long term banking
relationships

•

Leading communications with all external advisors with regard to audit, tax, insurance and ensuring
compliance with all required reporting to relevant authorities
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Candidate Profile
•

Good personal presence and a strong personal leadership style combined with a confident,
entrepreneurial and hard-working approach are critical to the success of this role. The appointed
candidate must be technically capable, commercially aware and possess the ability to inspire and
influence people at all levels

•

A qualified accountant, with excellent financial acumen and demonstrable ability to work well
with non-financial colleagues

•

A proven, standalone CFO with a track record of contributing to growing a business, both in terms
of revenue, profit and geographic footprint

•

Experience of working with strategic investors, where they have demonstrated a strong focus on
value creation and cash management, as well as the credibility to manage relationships with key
external stakeholders

•

Preferred sector experience in Aviation, with a good understanding of the key market drivers and
potential issues, which may affect the business and its customers

•

Experience in entrepreneurial, high growth environments with exposure to leading a diverse range
of projects and work streams
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Personal Attributes
•

Focus and attention to detail – continuously monitors day to day financial metrics and performance,
spots issues quickly and finds solutions

•

Drive for results – proactive and energetic, with unerring focus on delivering long term performance
goals and continual improvement

•

Strategic thinking – intellectually capable, with the ability to act as a true commercial business
partner to the CEO, Senior Leadership Team and Board

•

Commercial judgement – informed by analytical skills and instinctive nous

•

Communication – writes and presents effectively to different audiences, both internal and external.
Shares information accurately and quickly. Ensures that team members are kept up-to- date on
matters related to the company needs and issues

•

A good sense of humour and an ability to get on with others

•

Motivation, energy and drive – high integrity with a strong work ethic and personal motivations
aligned with the goals of the business and the existing team

•

Leadership - Collaborative, flexible and open leadership style, comfortable in diverse environments
and able to motivate others through energy and enthusiasm. Low ego, with the desire to develop
a fun and rewarding work environment

•

Team Builder – ability to build and develop a high performing finance function, with a diverse
and complementary team. Consciously builds team spirit and identity across the whole business,
providing recognition, fair treatment and feedback

•

Working with others – ability to operate successfully in a range of environments, with the appetite
to be hands on in an entrepreneurial environment and the credibility to build strong relationships
at the most senior level

•

Overall charge of our IT and HR strategy and delivery, managing direct reports who are responsible
for these important areas of our business
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Further Information
For further information or a confidential discussion, please contact Graham Burns on:
graham@fwbparkbrown.com
Or alternatively, you can contact our Graham by phone on 07738 182813.
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FWB Park Brown
T: +44 (0)131 539 7087
www.fwbparkbrown.com

